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[1] For episodic slow slip transients in subduction zones, a large uncertainty in comparing
surface deformations predicted by forward modeling based on rate and state friction to
GPS measurements lies in our limited knowledge of the frictional properties and fluid
pore pressure along shallow subduction faults. In this study, we apply the laboratory rate
and state friction data of granite and gabbro gouges under hydrothermal conditions
to a Cascadia-like 2-D model to produce spontaneous aseismic transients, and we compare
the resulting intertransient and transient surface deformations to GPS observations along
the northern Cascadia margin. An inferred region along dip of elevated fluid pressure
is constrained by seismological observations where available and by thermal and
petrological models for the Cascadia and SW Japan subduction zones. For the assumed
friction parameters a and a   b profiles, we search the model parameter space, by varying
the level of effective normal stress  s, characteristic slip distance L in the source areas
of transients, and the fault width under  s, to identify simulation cases that produce
transients of total aseismic slip and recurrence interval similar to the observed 20–30 mm
and 1–2 years, respectively, in northern Cascadia. Using a simple planar fault geometry
and extrapolating the 2-D fault slip to a 3-D distribution, we find that the friction data
for gabbro gouge, a better representation of the seafloor, fit GPS observations of transient
deformation in northern Cascadia much better than do the granite data, which, for lack of a
suitable alternative, have been the basis for most previous modeling.
Citation: Liu, Y., and J. R. Rice (2009), Slow slip predictions based on granite and gabbro friction data compared to GPS
measurements in northern Cascadia, J. Geophys. Res., 114, B09407, doi:10.1029/2008JB006142.
1. Introduction
[2] Episodic slow slip events (SSE) have been observed
in shallow subduction zones [Hirose et al., 1999; Dragert et
al., 2001; Lowry et al., 2001; Schwartz and Rokosky, 2007],
transform plate boundaries [Linde et al., 1996; Murray and
Segall, 2005], and megalandslide faults associated with
volcanoes [Segall et al., 2006; Brooks et al., 2006]. In
subduction zones, episodic surface deformation reversals
that last a few days to weeks are estimated to be results
of a few millimeters to centimeters of accelerated thrust
slip on the subduction plate interface near or downdip
from the seismogenic zone, suggesting an averaged slip rate
1–2 orders of magnitude higher than the plate convergence
rate Vpl. The actual slip rate may be greater, because the
duration when the signal is observed at a particular GPS
station is most likely larger than the duration of slip directly
beneath the station. Slow slip migrates along the strike
direction at average speeds of 5–15 km/d in the Cascadia,
southwest Japan and Guerrero, Mexico, subduction zones.
Recurrence intervals of a few months to several years are
observed at plate boundaries with long-term continuous
geodetic monitoring.
[3] In Cascadia and SW Japan, slow slip events are
accompanied by low-frequency deep nonvolcanic tremors
that are most energetic between 1 and 10 Hz [Obara, 2002;
Rogers and Dragert, 2003; Kao et al., 2006]. Tremors
correlate very well in time and epicentral depths with slow
slip events, but the accurate hypocenters are difficult to
locate by conventional techniques due to the absence of
clear impulsive onset phases. In Japan, beneath Shikoku
Island, low-frequency earthquakes (LFE) with emergent S
arrivals have been identified among the tremor waveforms,
allowing more precise relocation of LFE sources on or near
the plate interface [Shelly et al., 2006, 2007], consistent
with the depths where slow slip events take place. Focal
mechanism analysis of LFEs in Japan also indicates shear
slip on a shallow thrust fault in the direction of plate
subduction [Ide et al., 2007], suggesting that tremor and
slow slip are manifestations of the same physical process on
the plate interface. However, different tremor relocation
studies in Cascadia showed different depth distributions,
possibly due to the absence of LFEs in tremor signals.
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et al. [2006] found that tremor sources are broadly distrib-
uted between depths 10 and 50 km, mostly above the
subduction plate in northern Cascadia. On the contrary, a
recent relocation study using S minus P wave times as
constraints showed most of them locate near the subduction
interface [La Rocca et al., 2009], similar to the tremor
distributions in SW Japan.
[4] Several physical mechanisms have been proposed for
generating spontaneous slow slip events in the framework
of rate- and state-dependent friction laws. In modeling the
earthquake preparation process in subduction zones, Kato
[2003] and Shibazaki and Iio [2003] introduced a small
aseismic cutoff velocity Vc to the evolution effect in the
friction law at depths below the seismogenic zone, such that
friction oscillates between velocity weakening (potentially
unstable) when slip rate V is lower than Vc and velocity
strengthening (stable) when V is greater than Vc.T h e
regulation effect of Vc allows slow slip events to appear
with similar velocities. However, such assumption about the
constitutive response was based on friction experiments on
dolomite [Weeks and Tullis, 1985] and halite [Shimamoto,
1986] at room temperatures, thus it is not clear how the
mechanism would be at higher temperatures appropriate for
SSE modeling. In addition, while the cutoff velocity for
halite experiments is around 10
 6 to 10
 5 m/s, an opposite
transition from velocity strengthening to weakening was
observed at low velocities around 10
 8 m/s, comparable to
plate convergence rates and presumably more realistic for
modeling displacement on a subduction fault loaded by
Vpl   10
 9 m/s. Liu and Rice [2005a, 2007] applied
temperature, hence depth-variable wet granite rate and state
friction parameters [Blanpied et al., 1998] in their 2-D and
3-D subduction earthquake models with the ‘‘ageing’’
version of evolution law, and produced episodic slow slip
events when the velocity-weakening fault length W under
highly elevated pore pressure is too large for steady sliding
but insufficient for dynamic instability [Liu and Rice, 2007];
the fault response is dominated by the ratio between W and
the critical nucleation size h*. With a similar model setup,
Rubin [2008] found that spontaneous SSEs also arise with
the ‘‘slip’’ evolution law but for a much smaller range of
W/h*. Different versions of evolution laws and the detailed
definition of h* will be described in section 2. Another
mechanism for producing SSEs on a velocity-weakening
fault over a much broader W/h* range is to involve fault
gouge dilatancy, a stabilizing interaction between pore
fluids and slip that is shown to be most significant at
high pore pressure [Segall and Rice, 1995; Segall and
Rubin, 2007]. The possible effects of dilatancy on slow
slip events and megathrust earthquakes are currently under
investigation [Liu et al., 2008] and are briefly discussed in
section 5.
[5] For the above proposed mechanisms, numerical sim-
ulations predict spontaneous aseismic deformation transi-
ents with aspects that agree reasonably well with SSE
observations. Liu and Rice [2007] found that for fixed
friction parameter distributions with depth and constant
W/h*, the SSE recurrence interval increases with the level
of effective normal stress  s, the difference between litho-
static normal stress s and pore fluid pressure p.T h e y
showed that in a simplified Cascadia-like model with
temperature-dependent wet granite friction data, a 1–2 year
period is achieved at  s   2–3 MPa for simple periodic
aseismic slip events. The total amount of slip on the
subduction interface is about 1–2 cm per episode. However,
the horizontal surface deformation based on the modeled
fault slip is significantly smaller than the observations at
most GPS stations in northern Cascadia. Further, the mod-
eled aseismic moment is contributed over a zone extending
mostly updip and only slightly downdip from the stability
transition, whereas a much broader downdip zone is inferred
to be slipping in the natural events [Dragert et al., 2001].
This discrepancy between model results and field measure-
ments of SSEs suggested that we need to reevaluate the
applicability of wet granite friction data in the subduction
fault model, especially for the conditions under which slow
slip events can take place.
[6] In this paper, we follow the approach of Liu and Rice
[2007] to set up a 2-D Cascadia-like subduction fault model,
with a zone of highly elevated pore pressure that is located
using thermal, petrological and seismic constraints, and
apply temperature-dependent rate and state friction data of
wet granite [Blanpied et al., 1998] and recently reported
data for gabbro gouges [He et al., 2007] to investigate, for
each data set, conditions for aseismic slip and how the
surface deformations produced by SSEs compare to geo-
detic measurements in northern Cascadia. We show that the
application of appropriate experimental friction properties is
of first-order importance for such forward models based on
rate and state friction to produce results comparable to field
observations.
[7] This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the rate and state friction law and the 2-D subduction
fault model setup. Section 3 describes how friction param-
eter a   b is constrained by experimental measurements of
granite and gabbro gouges under hydrothermal conditions,
and how other key parameters such as effective normal
stress and characteristic evolution distance are constrained
by seismological vp/vs observations, and by thermal and
petrological models for the Cascadia and SW Japan sub-
duction zones. Section 4 describes model results, based on
the above two friction data sets, and comparisons to the
GPS measurements of the 1999 episode in northern Casca-
dia as well as intertransient slip rate inferred from contin-
uous GPS observations. Section 5 discusses fault dilatancy
as a mechanism for generating slow slip events over a much
larger range of velocity-weakening fault and its implication
for the downdip limit of a megathrust earthquake rupture,
potential 3-D effects and differences in using the ageing and
slip state evolution laws.
2. Model Setup
2.1. Governing Equations
[8] We use the lab-derived rate- and state-dependent
friction with a single state variable [e.g., Dieterich, 1979;
Ruina, 1983]. Shear stress t is dependent on the sliding
velocity V and the state of asperity contacts, represented by
state variable q, on the frictional interface and is typically
represented as
t ¼  sf ¼  s f0 þ aln
V
V0
  
þ bln
V0q
L
     
; ð1Þ
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characteristic slip distance for the renewal of asperity con-
tacts population. To regularize that expression near V =0 ,
we actually use
t ¼ a sarcsinh
V
2V0
exp
f0 þ bln V0q=L ðÞ
a
     
; ð2Þ
as justified by a thermally activated description of slip at
frictional contacts [Rice and Ben-Zion, 1996; Lapusta et al.,
2000; Rice et al., 2001], and which coincides very closely
with it for essentially all states that arise in our simulations.
[9] For constant effective normal stress, two empirical
evolution laws for state variable q, which has the unit of
time, have been commonly used. The ageing law
dq
dt
¼ 1  
Vq
L
ð3Þ
better explains the laboratory observation that friction also
evolves on stationary contacts (i.e., V =0[ Beeler et al.,
1994]). The slip law
dq
dt
¼ 
Vq
L
ln
Vq
L
ð4Þ
predicts symmetric responses to velocity increases and
decreases, and better represents the state evolution following
large velocity jump tests [Ruina, 1983; Bayart et al., 2006].
At steady state, q = qss = L/V, both evolution laws result in
the same steady state friction fss = f0 +( a   b)ln(V/V0),
where f0 is a nominal friction coefficient at V = V0. Using
both ageing and slip laws, Rubin [2008] simulated slow slip
events on a fault that is composed of completely locked,
velocity weakening, velocity strengthening, and uniformly
loaded (by imposed uniform slip rate) segments; fault
lengths of the completely locked and uniformly loaded parts
are much larger than those where rate and state friction
applies. Self-sustained aseismic oscillations arise sponta-
neously within a smaller range of W/h* for the slip law than
for the ageing law. In the stable regime for both laws, the
range of the maximum slip velocity is similar and the
recurrence period and average slip of simulated SSEs are
the same at a given W/h*, for the same model geometry and
friction parameter a/b distributions. The ageing evolution
law is used for all the calculations in this paper. We expect
modest variations in the SSE recurrence interval and amount
of released slip from those using the slip law but they should
not affect the main focus of this paper to compare the
modeled surface deformation to GPS observations based on
different friction data sets.
[10] The constitutive parameters a and b are interpreted in
terms of the instantaneous change in f and the steady state fss
in response to a velocity step: a = V(@f/@V)inst and a   b =
V(dfss/dV). For a   b >0 ,fss increases as velocity V
increases. The surface is steady state velocity strengthening
and sliding is stable. For a   b <0 ,fss decreases as V
increases. The surface is steady state velocity weakening
and unstable sliding is possible when, for a single-degree-
of-freedom spring-slider system governed by rate and state
friction subject to small perturbations from steady sliding,
the spring stiffness k is less than the system critical stiffness
kcr =( b   a) s/L. A critical nucleation size h* can be defined
by equating the single cell stiffness k =2 m/p(1   n)h (plain
strain), for a fault segment of width h that is not too close to
the surface, to kcr. That is,
h* ¼
2mL
p 1   n ðÞ b   a ðÞ  s
: ð5Þ
When applied to a subduction fault model, we use the
average value hb   ai over a fault length where a   b
distribution with depth is not uniform in the definition of h*.
Shear modulus m = 30 GPa and Poisson’s ratio n = 0.25.
[11] The rate and state friction law (equations (1)–(3)) is
implemented together with the quasi-dynamic elastic rela-
tion between the distribution of shear stress and slip on the
fault, with inclusion of a radiation damping term which is
important only during seismic events [Rice, 1993; Lapusta
et al., 2000]. A detailed discussion of the elastic relation and
its implementation in a thrust fault model is given by Liu
and Rice [2005a].
2.2. Geometry
[12] The 2-D subduction fault model is set up similar to
that of Liu and Rice [2007] and is summarized here in
Figure 1. We simulate the thrust fault by a planar frictional
interface in an elastic half-space, with the 2-D plane strain
assumption such that properties are uniform along strike x
(perpendicular to the y-z plane). As a simple representation
of the northern Cascadia shallow subduction geometry, the
thrust fault dips at a fixed angle of a =1 2 ; x is along the
downdip direction. Rate- and state-dependent friction is
applied on the interface from the trench x =0t ox = W0 =
300 km. Further downdip the fault is loaded by a constant
plate convergent rate Vpl = 37 mm/a. Friction parameters a,
a   b, L are functions of the downdip distance x, and are
invariant with time. For simplicity, we only consider the
elastic effect of slip on changing the shear stress, keeping
the effective normal stress  s constant with time. Calcula-
tions that included the normal stress alteration due to slip on
a 2-D thrust fault gave similar results [Liu and Rice, 2007].
[13] Such a 2-D model permits much higher numerical
resolutions than 3-D, allowing the use of laboratory-based
characteristic slip distances L (tens to hundreds of microns)
for state evolution, and extensive exploration for model
parameters that produce transients of recurrence intervals
and cumulative slips similar to observations.
3. Constraints on Parameters and Application
to the Model
3.1. Friction Parameter a   b
3.1.1. Granite
[14] Rate and state friction properties, including key
parameters a, a   b and L, are most systematically charac-
terized in lab experiments for wet granite gouge [e.g.,
Blanpied et al., 1991, 1995, 1998], and are most commonly
adopted in theoretical and numerical studies of earthquake
nucleation and earthquake cycles [e.g., Rice, 1993; Kato
and Hirasawa, 1997; Lapusta et al., 2000; Lapusta and
Rice, 2003]. That includes our previous work on aseismic
transients in subduction zones [Liu and Rice, 2005a, 2007],
because nothing comparable was yet available for combi-
nations of oceanic crust and subducted sediments. As shown
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friction stability transition from velocity strengthening (a  
b > 0) to weakening (a   b < 0) at temperature T   100C
and a lower stability transition from weakening to strength-
ening at T   350C. When we mention friction stability
transition in this paper, we refer to the higher-T transition
that is thought to correspond approximately to the temper-
ature of the onset of quartz plasticity [Scholz, 2002].
Following Tse and Rice [1986], Blanpied et al. [1991]
replotted their data as a function of crustal depth using a
San Andreas Fault (SAF) geotherm [Lachenbruch and Sass,
1973] and found that the depth interval of small earth-
quakes, 1969–1988, on the central creeping section of the
SAF corresponds very well to the interval of velocity
weakening. Although granite is not a good proxy for the
oceanic crust and subducted sediments, thermal models of
several shallow subduction zones found the downdip limit
of interseismic coupling, inferred from geodetic and paleo-
geodetic measurements, also corresponds to temperatures
between 300C to 400C [e.g., Hyndman and Wang, 1995;
Currie et al., 2002; Chlieh et al., 2008], leading to the
hypothesis of thermally defined seismogenic zone of mega-
thrust earthquakes. At temperatures above 350C, experi-
mental data show large scatter; the average a   b at 600C
is of order 0.1. This implies a highly stabilizing velocity-
strengthening zone, in contrast to a   b    0.004 in the
velocity-weakening zone. Such stabilizing effects may be a
result of high-temperature chemical reactions between gran-
ite gouge and water, which probably become less or not
relevant as aseismic transients are thought to occur at depth
of active metamorphic dehydration, i.e., a water-repelling
environment. In fact, at temperatures over 350C, experi-
ments on dry granite gouge show a   b is approximately an
order of magnitude smaller than its counterpart under
wet conditions [Stesky, 1975; Lockner and Byerlee, 1986;
Chester and Higgs, 1992; Blanpied et al., 1995].
[15] The scattered a   b versus T(C) data in Figure 2a
are approximated by several straight-line segments which
have ends at (T, a   b) = (0, 0.004), (100,  0.004), (350,
 0.004), (450, 0.045) and (500, 0.058), and mapped to be a
function of the downdip distance as shown in Figure 3a
using a Cascadia thermal model by Peacock et al. [2002].
The term a   b starts at the trench as velocity strengthening
but smaller than 0.004. This is because the temperature of
the young subducting Cascadia slab at the trench is higher
than 0C. The velocity weakening to strengthening stability
transition occurs at downdip  66 km, and a   b rapidly
rises to larger than 0.04 downdip from 100 km. As shown
in section 4, the shallow stability transition and highly
stabilizing a   b greatly influence the depth extent of
modeled slow slip events and hence the comparison to GPS
observations.
3.1.2. Gabbro
[16] Friction experimental data for gabbro, which is an
essential part of the oceanic crust and chemically equivalent
of basalt (a common mafic extrusive volcanic rock), under
hydrothermal conditions have recently been reported by He
et al. [2007]. Although the data are limited and highly
scattered at some temperatures, we make tentative use of
them as the first set available for a reasonable representation
of the seafloor. As highlighted by a blue dashed line in
Figure 2b, the velocity weakening to strengthening stability
transition takes place at around 510C under supercritical
water conditions (pH2O   22 MPa, T   374C). This is
inferred from a set of data obtained under confining
pressure 130 MPa, gouge pore pressure 30 MPa, and
loading velocity steps between 0.244 and 0.0488 mm/s.
These ‘‘slow’’ runs are more likely in a well ‘‘run-in’’ state
(a long distance of long-term steady state (C. He, private
communication, 2008)) and have loading velocities closer
to tectonic rates, thus plausibly more representative of
high-temperature gabbro friction properties than data from
‘‘standard’’ runs. At higher temperatures up to  600C,
a   b remains less than 0.01. The low level of velocity-
strengthening a   b, compared to that of wet granite gouge,
would allow aseismic slip, once nucleated around the
stability transition, to propagate much further downdip.
Gabbro friction data at lower temperatures in the velocity-
weakening range show larger scatter, possibly due to
different pressure conditions and limited slip distances.
Figure 1. Two-dimensional subduction fault model. The thrust fault is simulated by a planar frictional
interface dipping at a =1 2  in an elastic half-space. The parameter x is distance along downdip direction.
Rate and state friction applies from surface x =0t ox = W0 = 300 km, with depth-variable friction
parameters. Fault is loaded by a constant plate rate Vpl = 37 mm/a downdip from x = W0. Properties are
uniform along the strike direction x (perpendicular to y-z plane). Bold red line represents the velocity-
weakening fault of length W updip from the stability transition under low effective normal stress. Friction
parameter a   b, effective normal stress  s, and characteristic evolution distance L downdip distributions
using wet granite and gabbro friction data are shown in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively.
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would certainly affect the rupture processes of megathrust
earthquakes. But we expect negligible effects on the mod-
eling of aseismic transients, because the latter, as shown in
section 4, mostly take place near the stability transition at
extremely low effective normal stress while the updip
seismogenic zone is nearly locked at much higher  s.
[17] The gabbro temperature-dependentfriction data a  b
are approximated by straight-line segments that cover
different stability regimes with ends at (T, a   b)=
(0, 0.0035), (100,  0.0035), (416,  0.0035), (520, 0.001).
Despite the large scatter in the velocity-weakening regime,
we assume there a   b to be a constant value of  0.0035,
which is the lower bound of measurements at 416Ca t
supercritical water conditions. It is the approximately linear
increase of a   b from 416C to 615C, highlighted by the
blue dashed line, that will mostly affect the outcome of
aseismic slip patterns. Figure 3b shows the downdip distri-
bution of a   b with gabbro friction data. The term a   b has
similar values to the wet granite profile up to downdip
 60km,where,insteadofrisingtothevelocity-strengthening
regime, it continues to be velocity weakening to  95 km,
followed by a gradual transition to velocity strengthening at
 180 km. The slow rise of a   b, thus a much wider
transitional zone, is mainly attributed to the extremely small
positive a   b value at deeper part of the fault; a   b is
about 0.005 at the downdip end of the fault W0 = 300 km.
[18] For both profiles, direct effect a is assumed to
increase linearly with the absolute temperature: a =5 . 0 
10
 5(T + 273.15), following an Arrhenius activated process
at asperity contacts on the sliding surface [Rice et al., 2001].
The parameter a is also converted to be depth-dependent
using the Peacock et al. [2002] geothermal profile for
northern Cascadia.
3.2. Effective Normal Stress
[19] Effective normal stress  s is defined as the difference
between the total lithostatic pressure s and fluid pressure p
within the fault gouge. The s is assumed to increase linearly
with depth z at the lithostatic gradient 28 [MPa/km]. In this
paper, we use term ‘‘high fluid pressure’’ interchangeably
with ‘‘low effective normal stress’’. The level of fluid
pressure p is difficult to estimate, being a result of compli-
cated processes such as overpressurization of sediments
accompanying subduction, progressive fluid-releasing
metamorphic reactions encountered by the oceanic crust at
high pressure-temperature conditions, and slow permeation
of fluids along and across the thrust fault. We try to
constrain p as a function of depth (or, equivalently, along
the downdip distance x) in the following way.
[20] First, near the surface and in most part of the
seismogenic zone, we incorporate the elevated pore pressure
concepts as discussed by Rice [1992] and assume p being the
maximumbetweenthehydrostaticpressure10[MPa/km] z
and s(z)    s0 = 28 [MPa/km]   z    s0;  s0 is a constant
level of effective normal stress at depth, usually taken in the
range of 50 MPa to 150 MPa in crustal earthquake simu-
lations [e.g., Lapusta et al., 2000; Lapusta and Rice, 2003]
and previous subduction earthquake simulations [Liu and
Rice, 2005a, 2007]. In this paper, we take  s0 = 50 MPa
for all simulation cases. This assumption of p results in a
linear increase of  s from 0 at the surface to 50 MPa at
z =2 . 7 7k m( x = 13.36 km), followed by a plateau at 50 MPa,
as shown in Figure 3 (middle).
[21] Recently, fluid pressure is suggested to be near-
lithostatic at the source areas of episodic slow slip events
and nonvolcanic tremors in subduction zones. Supporting
evidence includes metamorphic dehydration reactions
encountered as temperature and pressure increase in the
Figure 2. Friction parameter a   b measured in laboratory
fault-sliding experiments on granite and gabbro gouges
under hydrothermal conditions. (a) Parameter a   b
reproduced from Blanpied et al. [1998] experiments on
wet granite gouge, with constant normal stress 400 MPa and
pore pressure 100 MPa. Black triangles represent para-
meters determined by inversion using the slip law for
velocity step downs from 1 to 0.1 mm/s and velocity step
ups from 0.1 to 1 mm/s. Red triangles represent parameters
determined by inversion using the ageing law for velocity
steps between 0.1 and 1 mm/s. (b) Temperature-dependent
a   b of gabbro gouge, from He et al. [2007]. In He et al.’s
[2007] notation, sNeff is effective normal stress, Pp is
fluid pressure, and s3 is confining pressure. We use p for
fluid pressure and  s for effective normal stress in this
paper. Standard denotes velocity steps between 1.22 and
0.122 mm/s, and slow denotes velocity steps between 0.244
and 0.0488 mm/s. Blue dashed line highlights the simplified
(T, a   b) under supercritical water conditions used in
modeling.
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Cascadia, SW Japan, southern Mexico) where short-period
SSEs have been observed [Peacock et al., 2002], seismo-
logical observations of high vp/vs and hence high Poisson’s
ratios along the plate interface in SW Japan and northern
Cascadia subduction zones [Kodaira et al., 2004; Shelly et
al., 2006; Audet et al., 2009], and observations of tremors
triggered by small stress perturbations of order 0.01 MPa
duetoteleseismicsurfacewavesortidalstressing [Miyazawa
and Mori, 2006; Rubinstein et al., 2007; Gomberg et
al., 2008; Peng and Chao, 2008; Peng et al., 2008].
Numerical calculations also suggest fluid pressure is indeed
extremely high at SSE and tremor sources. Using the slip
model of Dragert et al. [2001], Liu and Rice [2007] found
most of the tremor hypocenters located with the Source
Scanning Algorithm [Kao et al., 2006], that are widely
d i s t r i b u t e df r o m1 0t o5 0k mi nd e p t h ,c o i n c i d ew i t h
positive but near zero ( 0.01 MPa) ‘‘unclamping’’ stress
changes induced by slow slip in northern Cascadia. In a
recent tremor location study using S minus P time difference
[La Rocca et al., 2009], northern Cascadia tremors lie more
closely along the subduction interface, similar to those in
SW Japan. However, this does not affect the coincidence of
tremors with small ‘‘unclamping’’ stress changes near the
fault, which is an indication of low background effective
normal stress.
[22] Seismic evidence for overpressured subducting oce-
anic crust and megathrust fault sealing is recently reported
in northern Cascadia using converted teleseismic waves
[Audet et al., 2009]. Receiver function results showed a
dipping, low-velocity layer beneath south Vancouver Island,
for which the vp/vs and Poisson’s ratios are estimated to be
exceptionally high, indicating near-lithostatic fluid pressure
in the oceanic crust. This implies that the plate interface
probably represents a low-permeability boundary with water
released from oceanic crust dehydration reactions capped
within a subduction channel. The downdip limit of the low-
permeability boundary may correspond to the eclogitization
of the oceanic crust at about 45 km. However, the updip
limit of the overpressured oceanic crust is unconstrained
due to lack of offshore seismic observations. The ambiguity
of tremor locations from different relocation techniques and
absence of low-frequency earthquakes make it difficult to
use tremors as a direct indicator of extremely high fluid
pressure. We thus turn to a similarly young, warm and
shallow dipping subduction zone, southwest Japan, where
dense instrumentation such as Hi-net borehole stations
facilitated the precise relocation of nonvolcanic tremors,
including low-frequency earthquake signals, and velocity
structures in the vicinity of the subduction slab. Our goal is
first to find possible spatial correspondence between seis-
mically inferred high fluid pressure zone and the depths of
dehydration reactions accompanying major mineral phase
changes on top and bottom of the subduction slab in SW
Japan. We then draw an analogy to the northern Cascadia
subduction zone, where such dehydration reaction depths
can also be determined by its petrological and thermal
structures, to estimate the distribution of fluid pressure
along the subduction interface.
[23] For this purpose, we make a fuller use of the Peacock
et al. [2002] phase diagram and thermal models [Liu and
Rice, 2007, Figure 2] of northern Cascadia and SW Japan.
We trace the thermal profiles of both subduction zones
overlapped on the phase diagram, to identify the temper-
atures and pressures (equivalent to depths) where the top
and bottom of the oceanic crust intersect the phase bound-
aries, respectively. The depth, temperature, and facies asso-
ciated in these phase transitions are listed in Table 1 and
Figure 3. Downdip distributions of friction parameter a   b, effective normal stress  s, and
characteristic evolution distance L for models using (a) wet granite and (b) gabbro friction data.
Temperature-dependent a   b in Figure 2 are mapped to be depth-dependent using a Cascadia thermal
model by Peacock et al. [2002]. Lower friction stability transition at  66 and 180 km, respectively, is
shown. W is the distance updip from stability transition with low  s. Modeling results using the above sets
of parameters are shown in Figures 5, 8, 10, and 12.
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B09407also marked in Figure 4 (red for slab top; blue for slab
bottom), assuming a dipping angle of 12 for northern
Cascadia and 18 for SW Japan. The oceanic crust thickness
is taken as 7 km for both. The most significant water-
releasing phase transitions (in weight percent change) are
epidote blueschist (EB) ! eclogite on the slab top, and
epidote amphibolite (EA) ! eclogite on the slab bottom.
Both transitions involve dehydration reactions which re-
lease  1 to 2 weight % H2O[ Hacker et al., 2003]. Wada et
al. [2008] revised the Cascadia thermal model by including
more realistic rheology in the mantle wedge. They found
temperatures beneath the flowing part of the mantle are
higher than that of Peacock et al. [2002], but effects on the
shallower part are very small. On the basis of Wada et al.
[2008]’s preferred Cascadia thermal profile overlapped on
an updated phase diagram of oceanic crust [Hacker et al.,
2003], we found the major phase transitions (EB ! eclogite
and EA ! eclogite) take place at similar depths and temper-
atures as predicted by Peacock et al. [2002] (Table 1).
However, such a more sophisticated thermal model is
currently not available for SW Japan due to insufficient
heat flow data and complex slab geometry (I. Wada, private
communication, 2008). We thus still use Peacock et al.’s
[2002] results for both subduction zones.
Table 1. Depth, Temperature, and Facies Involved in Phase
Transitions on the Top and Bottom of the Northern Cascadia and
SW Japan Subduction Slabs
a
Slab Depth (km) Temperature (C) Phase Transition
Northern Cascadia [Peacock et al., 2002]
Top 12.2 336.0 PA - GS
29.6 468.7 GS ! EB
44.5 523.5 EB ! eclogite
Bottom 21.1 538.0 AM ! EA
40.2 594.2 EA ! eclogite
SW Japan [Peacock et al., 2002]
Top 22.9 342.0 PA ! GS
26.6 375.0 GS ! EB
43.8 523.5 EB ! eclogite
Bottom 30.5 490.0 GS ! EA
41.3 536.5 EA ! eclogite
Northern Cascadia [Hacker et al., 2003; Wada et al., 2008]
Top 8.1 293.7 PP/PA ! GS
26.2 435.0 GS ! EB
42.6 505.0 EB ! eclogite
Bottom 18.2 516.0 AM ! EA
36.0 561.3 EA ! eclogite
aBased on the petrological and thermal models of Peacock et al. [2002],
Hacker et al. [2003] and Wada et al. [2008]. Metamorphic facies are AM
(amphibolite), EA (epidote amphibolite), EB (epidote blueschist), PP
(prehnite-pumpellyite), PA (prehnite-actinolite), GS (greenschist). Phase
transitions in bold fonts have the most water weight percent reductions.
Figure 4. Schematic fluid pressure distribution on the subduction interface for SW Japan and northern
Cascadia, based on petrological and thermal models of Peacock et al. [2002] and seismological
observations of Kodaira et al. [2004], Shelly et al. [2006], and Audet et al. [2009]. Red and blue symbols
represent major water-releasing phase transitions encountered by the top (solid) and bottom (dashed) of
the subducting slab, respectively. See Table 1 for metamorphic facies abbreviations. Shaded yellow
region represents generally high (overhydrostatic) fluid pressure p, and hatched lines represent depths of
near-lithostatic p. In SW Japan, they correspond to the depth ranges of high vp/vs (and inferred high
Poisson’s ratio) and LFE/tremor locations, respectively. W is the distance updip from friction stability
transition. The 510C friction stability transition for gabbro gouge lies within the near-lithostatic p zone,
while the 350C transition for granite is much further updip.
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B09407[24] In SW Japan, seismological observations revealed
high vp/vs beneath Shikoku [Shelly et al., 2006] and a
similarly inferred high Poisson’s ratio in Tokai [Kodaira
et al., 2004] between 20 and 50 km along the subduction
slab. Such properties suggest the existence of high fluid
pressure, and may correspond to a generally overhydrostatic
p level. This depth range is shaded in Figure 4a with yellow
along the interface. Within this region, nonvolcanic tremors
and low-frequency earthquakes are detected between 30 and
45 km [Obara, 2002; Shelly et al., 2006], and may corre-
spond to a near-lithostatic p level. This portion of the
interface is highlighted with brown hatched lines. It is
evident from Figure 4a that the major dehydration reactions
in the subduction slab spatially correspond well with
regions of generally overhydrostatic fluid pressure inferred
from seismic studies. In particular, p may increase to a near-
lithostatic level some distance updip from the slab bottom
EA ! eclogite transition, and returns to a lower, but
overhydrostatic, level downdip from the EB ! eclogite
transition; dehydration released fluids would mostly perme-
ate updip due to the density difference. We apply the above
postulated spatial correspondence between fault interface
fluid pressure and depths of major dehydration reactions,
also determined from the petrological and thermal models of
Peacock et al. [2002], to the northern Cascadia subduction
zone, as shown in Figure 4b. The generally overhydrostatic
fluid pressure zone, in light yellow shade, spans from depth
 10 to 50 km, corresponding to the range of dehydration
phase transitions in the slab. This is also consistent with an
overpressured oceanic crust from at least 20 km to 45 km in
depth, implied by high vp/vs and Poisson’s ratios from
converted seismic waveforms beneath southern Vancouver
Island [Audet et al., 2009]. The near-lithostatic fluid pres-
sure zone extends certain distance updip from the slab
bottom EA!eclogite transition,anddowndiptothevicinity
of the slab top EB ! eclogite transition at  45 km. This
depth range, highlighted with brown hatched lines, also
approximately corresponds to nonvolcanic tremors within
epicentral depth 30–45 km in northern Cascadia.
[25] We note from Figure 4 that for both subduction
zones, based on the Peacock et al. [2002] thermal model,
the  510C friction stability transition of gabbro gouge lies
within the estimated near-lithostatic p region, while stability
transition at  350 for wet granite gouge is further updip
outside of that region, especially for northern Cascadia. If
we apply the estimated p distribution to a model using the
wet granite friction data, the extremely low  s zone will be
exclusively in the downdip velocity-strengthening region
a n dn os h o r t - p e r i o d( 1 – 2y e a r s )s p o n t a n e o u sa s e i s m i c
transients can be produced. This inconsistency itself also
suggests that wet granite friction data are not appropriate for
modeling slow slip events in shallow subduction zones.
Nevertheless, in order to compare model results to GPS
measurements, we assume that, for the model using wet
granite data, fluid pressure is near-lithostatic within certain
distance updip and downdip from the stability transition
around 350C. One of such examples is shown in Figure 3a
(middle),whereeffectivenormalstressisnearzero(0.7MPa)
in a zone W = 20 km updip and downdip from the stability
transition at x = 66 km. The parameter  s resumes to 50 MPa
further downdip. For the model using gabbro friction data,
we assume near-lithostatic fluid pressure in a region extend-
ing distance W updip from the  510C friction stability
transition and about 35 km downdip to the depth of EB !
eclogite transition. One example of  s downdip distribution
is shown in Figure 3b (middle).
[26] As have been discussed by Liu and Rice [2007] and
Rubin [2008],
W
h*
¼
Wp 1   n ðÞ b   a hi  s
2mL
ð6Þ
is an important parameter that determines whether the
system can produce self-sustained aseismic oscillations.
Here hb   ai is the average b   a over W. For each friction
profile (constant a   b versus downdip distribution), model
parameters W,l o w s and L are related via equation (6). We
first choose W that is in a reasonable agreement with the
petrologically and seismologically estimated extent of the
high-p region. That is a few tens of kilometers updip from
the stability transition for the gabbro profile. For the wet
granite profile, the choice of W is rather arbitrary as there is
no constraint on p distribution near 350C; W is taken
between 10 and 30 km to reflect a moderate portion of the
entire velocity-weakening zone. For each fixed W,t h e
average hb   ai is thus determined. The parameters  s and L
are then varied accordingly to result in a range of W/h* that
allow quasiperiodic slow slip events. On the rest of the fault,
L is uniformly
L ¼
p 1   n ðÞ b   a ðÞ maxh0 * s
2m
; ð7Þ
where (b   a)max = 0.004 (wet granite) or 0.0035 (gabbro)
is the maximum velocity-weakening value, and h0*i sa
fixed factor (16 in most calculations) times the computa-
tional grid size to assure reasonable freedom of computed
results from grid discreteness effects.
[27] In the example shown in Figure 3a for wet granite,
W = 20 km, L = 0.4 mm in the  s = 0.7 MPa zone such that
W/h*=5 .L = 15.34 mm on the rest of the fault. In Figure 3b
for gabbro, W = 50 km, L =0 . 1 6m mi nt h e s = 1.2 MPa
zone such that W/h* = 15. Detailed model results based on
the two sets of parameters are discussed in section 4.
4. Model Results
[28] For models using each friction data set, we first
explore the parameter space to identify appropriate condi-
tionsthatproduceaseismictransientsofcumulativeslipd and
recurrence interval Tcyc similar to those observed in northern
Cascadia, that is, slip 20–30 mm and period 1–2 years.
Representative cases are then chosen to calculate the surface
deformation, and compare to the GPS measurements.
4.1. Exploration of the Parameter Space
[29] A general fault response to the above loading and
model parameter conditions is that megathrust earthquakes
rupture the entire seismogenic zone every a few hundreds of
years, and quasiperiodic aseismic transients, mostly limited
within the low  s zone around stability transition, appear
every a few years in the interseismic period. Figure 5 shows
sequences of modeled aseismic transients within 50 years
from the interseismic period, using the wet granite friction
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L = 0.4 mm, as in Figure 3a. Two megathrust earthquakes
occur at  84 and 410 years, with maximum slip velocity
Vmax about 1 m/s (not shown here). In the interseismic
period, Vmax oscillates between Vpl and the peak aseismic
rate of  10
 6 m/s. Figure 5 (middle) shows slip d at the
center of velocity-weakening low  s zone accumulated
during each episode of transient slip when Vmax exceeds
2Vpl. The parameter d fluctuates slightly from event to event
with an average of  22.8 mm. Different velocity thresholds
to determine the onset and turnoff of transient slip can result
in slightly different d. For example, if the velocity threshold
changes from 2Vpl to 1.5Vpl, the average d increases to
23.2 mm. This does not affect the general results shown in
Figure 6. Figure 5 (bottom) shows the recurrence period
Tcyc, defined as the interval between two successive events
when Vmax reaches the peak value around 10
 6 m/s. The
small variations in d and Tcyc are due to the interseismic
strength evolution in the transitional zone and updip in the
nearly locked seismogenic zone. It is consistent with the
observation that natural episodes of slow slip events in a
subduction zone also exhibit some degree of variation in
magnitude and recurrence interval with time. To select d and
Tcyc representative of the interseismic period, we choose
events with Vmax peaks that are relatively constant and Vmax
minimum at Vpl (to exclude earthquake nucleation and
postseismic relaxation periods). Multiple time windows,
which usually contain more than 100 events, are selected
for each simulation case. We then make the histograms of
selected d and Tcyc, identify their maximum likelihood
values, and record the minimum and maximum of each
property as its variation range.
[30] While the coseismic slip and recurrence interval of
megathrust earthquakes are relatively invariant due to the
constant  s = 50 MPa and L = 15.34 mm in most of the
seismogenic zone, slip d and period Tcyc of aseismic
transients vary significantly for a wide range of choices of
W, lower level  s and L. Four groups of calculations with W =
10, 15, 20 and 30 km using wet granite data are summarized
in Figure 6. For each group of a given W,  s and L are varied
according to equation (6) to result in W/h* = 3, 4, 5 .. until
seismic instability. Aseismic slip d, recurrence period Tcyc
and maximum velocity Vmax are plotted versus W/h*:
symbols and error bars represent the maximum likelihood
values and variations, respectively. The lower limit of W/h*
for the onset of spontaneous aseismic transients is around 2,
where the maximum velocity is around 10Vpl. Vmax  10
5Vpl
  0.1 mm/s at W/h* = 7; seismic instability is expected for
larger choices of W/h*. The scaling of d and Tcyc with L
makes it possible to label the axes so that the solutions can
be interpreted for different L. For example, d   23 mm and
Tcyc   1.3 years for L = 0.4 mm at W/h* = 5 can also be
interpreted asd  46mm andTcyc  2.6 years forL=0.8mm
Figure 5. Short-period slow slip events in a 50-year
interseismic period, using wet granite friction data. Model
parameters are shown in Figure 3a. (top) Maximum slip
rate. (middle) Cumulative slip at middle of velocity-
weakening low  s zone when Vmax >2 Vpl. (bottom)
Recurrence interval.
Figure 6. Exploration in the parameter space, using wet granite friction data, shows that modeled SSE
(a) cumulative slip, (b) recurrence interval, and (c) maximum velocity all increase with W/h*. Simulation
cases using W = 10, 15, 20, and 30 km are shown in black, red, blue, and green symbols, respectively.
Small variations in d and Tcyc, as shown in Figure 5, for each case are represented by error bars. L =
0.4 mm is used in most simulations, but d and Tcyc can also be interpreted for other choices of L by the
scaling labeled on their axes. Dashed line box highlight calculations with slip and period similar northern
Cascadia observations, using L = 0.4 mm.
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B09407at the same W/h*. Slip d appears to increase linearly with
W/h*, despite the small variations in using different W. This
is also observed by Rubin [2008] for simple periodic events
in a 2-D subduction fault model with most of the seismo-
genic zone completely locked. Different friction parameters
a and a   b are used by Rubin [2008]. Variations in all
three properties among different W groups are very small,
possibly due to the fact that a   b is almost uniformly
 0.004 within W except the linear increase to zero over a
short downdip distance of 3.5 km ( W).
[31] The effect of depth-variable friction parameters
on modeled slow slip events is further demonstrated in
Figure 7, where gabbro friction data are used. Three basic
properties of modeled slow slip events, d, Tcyc and Vmax,a r e
plotted versus W/h* for four groups of length W. There are
two main reasons for our limited choices of W = 35, 40, 50
and 55 km. First, W less than  35 km or larger than  55 km
would imply a too narrow or too wide near-lithostatic fluid
pressure zone that is inconsistent with our conjecture based
on available seismological observations and petrological
and thermal models discussed in section 3. Second, in some
cases with W = 30 km, aseismic transients appear only for a
short period after megathrust earthquakes and the oscillation
quickly decays with time, resulting in a too small sample of
transients to statistically identify d and Tcyc. Spontaneous
aseismic transients arise between W/h*   6 to 16; Vmax  
0.3 mm/s at W/h* = 15.3. Variations in the three properties
with different W are larger than those for the wet granite
model, because the velocity-weakening a   b follows a
gradual increase to neutral stability over the entire length of
W. Significant variations in moment rate and maximum
velocity are also reported by Rubin [2008] for models using
linear gradients of a/b to approach neutral stability, com-
paredtomodelswithanabruptchangefroma/b<1toa/b>1.
Theparticularly largerange inVmaxforW=35kmisalsodue
to a collection of high speed transients (Vmax  10
 4 m/s)
following a megathrust earthquake (but after postseismic
relaxation) and low-speed transients (Vmax   10
 7 m/s) later
in the interseismic period. The low speed events are usually
more populous than high-speed ones, thus the maximum
likelihood value at the lower end. As W decreases to 30 km,
most of the interseismic period becomes free of transients.
A different scaling of 0.16 mm/L is applied on the axes of d
and Tcyc so that they are centered around slip of  20 mm
and period of 1 to 2 years. Slip d also appears to
linearly increase with W/h*. On a log-log scale, the
recurrence interval approximately follows a scaling relation
VplTcyc/L / (W/h*)0.7 / ( sH/mL)
0.7, where H = W0sin(a)i s
the vertical dimension of the simulated fault region. Note
that an exponent of 0.4 was typical in our earlier simulation
cases of simple periodic transients with a completely locked
seismogenic zone using the wet granite friction data with
Fluck et al. [1997] thermal model of Cascadia [Liu and Rice
2007, equation (7)]. The difference in the exponent is
mainly due to the unlocked seismogenic zone and the
dramatically different gabbro friction data used in the
current model. Since the transients are quasiperiodic, we
do not attempt to generalize the scaling of Tcyc with  s as
in the work by Liu and Rice [2007].
[32] Figures 6 and 7 summarize three important proper-
ties of aseismic transients that such models can produce,
among which slip and recurrence period can be relatively
accurately determined from geodetic observations. For the
assumed a and a   b downdip distributions, on the one
hand, the exploration in parameter space allows us to
identify sets of parameters W,  s and L that produce similar
solutions. On the other hand, given estimates of the above
parameters, we can determine whether they would lead to
spontaneous transients, and furthermore estimate the total
aseismic slip and recurrence period. Dashed line boxes in
Figures 6 and 7 highlight such simulation cases that
generate transients of slip 20–30 mm and period 1–2 years,
for the assumed scaling with L. Using the wet granite
friction data, model with W = 20 km,  s = 0.7 MPa and
L = 0.4 mm produce transients of slip  23 mm and period
 1.3 years. Using the gabbro data, model with W = 50 km,
L = 0.16 mm and  s = 2 MPa generates transients of slip
 24 mm and period  2 years. Other sets of parameters can
Figure 7. Exploration in the parameter space, using gabbro friction data, shows that modeled SSE
(a) cumulative slip, (b) recurrence interval, and (c) maximum velocity all increase with W/h*. Simulation
cases using W = 35, 40, 50, and 55 km are shown in black, red, blue, and green symbols, respectively.
The maximum likelihood value and variations in d and Tcyc for each simulation case are represented by
the solid symbols and error bars, respectively. L = 0.16 mm is used in the scaling, but d and Tcyc can also
be interpreted for other choices of L. Dashed line box highlight calculations with slip and period similar
northern Cascadia observations, using L = 0.16 mm.
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B09407also result in similar amount of slip and recurrence interval,
with Vmax in the range of 10 to 10
5 times Vpl. These two
examples are selected such that the characteristic slip
distance L in the low  s zone gets close to lab values yet
calculations can be done in reasonable durations. They will
be used in sections 4.2 and 4.3 to illustrate the transient
slip history and comparisons to GPS measurements.
4.2. Transient Slip Velocity Evolution
[33] Figures 8a and 8b illustrate the slip velocity history
during modeled transient events, using wet granite and
gabbro friction data set, respectively. Downdip distributions
of parameters are shown in Figure 3 for each model. For
reference, the plate convergence rate is Vpl = 37 mm/a
 1.2   10
 9 m/s. Only the depth range involved in the
transient slip is plotted. For the wet granite profile, the
friction stability transition is at downdip 66 km, and the low
 s zone from 46 to 86 km. For the gabbro profile, the
stability transition is at downdip 180 km, and the low  s
zone from 130 to 215 km. In both models, two nucleation
fronts slowly march toward each other within the velocity-
weakening zone low  s zone, before they merge and reach
the maximum slip velocity. Slip then propagates in both
updip and downdip directions along the fault. The updip
propagation continues at a relatively constant speed until it
encounters the abrupt increase to high  s = 50 MPa. Down-
dip propagation speed in the wet granite model is compa-
rable to the updip speed before it reaches the stability
transition, further downdip from which the propagation
speed is rapidly reduced due to the increase of a   b to
velocity strengthening over a short distance. Following the
maximum velocities in respective slip marching fronts, we
estimate the slip propagation speed vr to be about 9 km/d in
the velocity-weakening zone. The entire process when slip
rate is higher than 10
2Vpl is less than 0.01 year, or about
3 days. The downdip propagation in the gabbro model
gradually slows down as a   b increases toward velocity
strengthening over a relatively long distance. Nevertheless,
vr for the first 20 km propagation is about 3 km/d in both
updip and downdip directions. Similar along-strike slip
propagation speeds are expected in a 3-D simulation with
the same parameters and model resolution. Slip velocity
continues to be higher than Vpl for about 0.1 year, but the
moment is mostly released in less than 0.05 year, or about
15 days. In addition to the differences in slip propagation
speed and event duration, we also note that for the gabbro
model after a maximum slip velocity of 1.6   10
 4 m/s
is reached at the center of transient nucleation zone at t
 0.07 year, slip velocity quickly falls to between 10
 7 and
10
 6 m/s along the propagating fronts. For the wet granite
model, a maximum slip velocity of 1.8   10
 6 m/s is also
reached at the center of nucleation zone. However, the
propagating fronts continue to slip at high velocities
between 10
 7 and 10
 6 m/s, before they encounter the
barriers of high effective normal stress or friction stability
transition.
4.3. Comparison to GPS
[34] An example of transient and intertransient slip down-
dip distributions in a 5-year time window, using the wet
granite friction data, is shown in Figure 9a. Four episodes
of transients are included, each releasing a maximum slip
of about 23 mm in the velocity-weakening low  s zone.
Much smaller slip takes place in the downdip velocity-
strengthening region. Intertransient slip rate is calculated as
an average rate during the period between sampled tran-
sients when Vmax on the fault is Vpl. Transient slip is
recorded as the cumulative slip on the fault when Vmax
exceeds 2Vpl. This would include the transient nucleation
phase and posttransient relaxation, and, for the wet granite
profile, corresponds to the slip (gaps in Figure 9a) released
in about 0.1 year, a duration twice of that shown in Figure 8.
However, more than 90% of slip is released during the high-
velocity period in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Slip velocity history during one transient event, using (a) wet granite (parameters in
Figure 3a), and (b) gabbro (parameters in Figure 3b) friction data sets. The term log10(V) in m/s is
contoured. For reference, Vpl = 37 mm/a   1.2   10
 9 m/s. Vertical dashed line plots the position of
friction stability transitions. For wet granite profile, low  s zone is from 46 to 86 km. For gabbro profile,
low  s zone from is 130 to 215 km. Arrows show the along-dip bilateral slip propagation directions. The
parameter vr is the estimated propagation speed.
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B09407[35] To calculate surface deformation, we extrapolate the
2-D transient slip and intertransient slip rate, which are
variables of the downdip distance, to 3-D distributions,
assuming both follow an along-strike profile function b =
4(1/2   x/Lstrike)(1/2 + x/Lstrike). Here Lstrike = 500 km is
the approximate along-strike fault length that is affected
during slow slip events in northern Cascadia, and x varies
between  Lstrike/2 and Lstrike/2. The parameter b is at
maximum of 1.0 at the center x = 0 and decreases along
strike to 0 at each edge (Figure 9b). The extrapolated 3-D
transient slip distribution, using the wet granite friction data,
is shown in Figure 9c.
[36] The northern Cascadia trench is simplified by a
straight line oriented 34.16 NNW, as an approximation to
the Juan de Fuca and North American plate boundary
(Figure 10). The fault along-strike center is aligned with
GPS station PGC5 in the direction perpendicular to the
simplified trench line. Okada’s [1992] solution for disloca-
tions in an elastic half-space is used to calculate the surface
deformation and deformation rate due to the extrapolated
transient slip and intertransient slip rate on the fault.
[37] Here, GPS measurements of intertransient deforma-
tion rate are analyzed by McCaffrey [2009] for permanent
stations ALBH, NANO, NEAH, SEAT, SEDR and UCLU,
where nine episodes of slow slip events have been reported
from continuous observations for more than one decade. For
station PGC5 that is not included in the McCaffrey [2009]
analysis, we approximate the intertransient deformation
rates as their 6.6-year average secular velocities [Mazzotti
et al., 2003] multiplied by a factor of 1.6, which is estimated
based on other stations where both types of deformation
rates are available. For example, the ratio between the
intertransient and secular velocities at station ALBH is also
about 1.6 [Dragert et al., 2004]. GPS measurements of
transient deformation are from observations of the 1999
slow slip event in northern Cascadia [Dragert et al., 2001],
with intertransient motion removed assuming an event
duration of 15 days at each station.
4.3.1. Wet Granite
[38] Using wet granite friction data, the extrapolated 3-D
distribution of intertransient slip rate, with Vpl removed, is
projected on the surface in Figure 10a. Detailed model
parameters are in Figure 3a. The firmly locked fault
segment near the surface (dark color) is consistent with
the complete interseismic locking at the shallow  60 km
inferred from leveling lines and tide gauge data in northern
Cascadia [Hyndman and Wang, 1995]. However, the wet
granite friction model predicts an abrupt change from
complete locking to nearly free slipping at downdip
 60 km (sudden change from dark to light color), while
the Hyndman and Wang [1995] model requires slip rate on
the following  60 km of fault segment to linearly increase
from 0 to Vpl, in order to better explain the long-term
geodetic data. As a result, the predicted intertransient
surface deformation rate (horizontal component shown
here) only agrees reasonably well with GPS observations
at two coastal stations but cannot explain signals at most of
the inland stations. Cumulative aseismic slip is projected on
the surface as shown in Figure 10b. Slip of more than 20 mm
concentrate in a relatively narrow along-dip region,
corresponding mostly to the assumed low  s zone updip
from the friction stability transition. Modeled deformation
again can only explain observations at the coastal stations,
but fails to match those at stations further away from the
trench.
[39] To quantify the comparison between observed and
modeled deformation and deformation rate, we define a
misfit function
c2 ¼
1
N
X N
i¼1
~ x
cal
i  ~ x
obs
i
   2
~ s
2
i
; ð8Þ
Figure 9. (a) Cumulative slip in a 5-year window, including four episodes of SSEs, using wet granite
friction. Slip lines are plotted every 0.1 year. Vertical dashed line denotes the friction stability
transition. During each SSE, maximum slip of about 23 mm is released in the velocity-weakening low
 s zone, with much smaller slip in the downdip velocity-strengthening zone. Peak at  30 km
corresponds to the nucleation front for the next megathrust earthquake. (b) Along-strike distribution
function b(x) = 4(1/2   x/Lstrike)(1/2 + x/Lstrike); x is along-strike distance, from  250 to 250 km, and
Lstrike = 500 km. (c) Extrapolated 3-D transient slip (mm), based on the 2-D distribution in Figure 9a and
multiplied by b(x).
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cal and ~ xi
obs are model predicted and observed
horizontal displacement vectors, and ~ si is the standard
derivation at the ith station. Total station number N = 7. For
the case shown in Figure 10, transient deformation misfit is
ctran
2 = 127.6 and intertransient deformation rate misfit is
cinter
2 = 76.6. Similar cumulative aseismic slip and
recurrence period are produced using W = 30 km,  s =
0.45 MPa and L = 0.4 mm (W/h* = 5; see Figure 6). When
the model results are compared to GPS measurements, the
misfit functions are ctran
2 = 125.7 and cinter
2 = 73.0. We
expect simulations from other groups of W using the wet
granite data will have even larger misfits as the slip area
remains shallow but narrower.
4.3.2. Gabbro
[40] A group of simulation cases that produce transients
of slip 20–30 mm and recurrence period of  2 years are
listed in Table 2, corresponding to cases in the dashed line
boxes in Figure 7. W/h* ranges from 12.4 to 17.3, due to
different sets of W and  s; L is uniformly 0.16 mm in all
cases. The parameter dmax is the maximum cumulative
aseismic slip on the fault. The parameter dmax is usually
located at the center of the slip nucleation zone, where
velocity reaches maximum as shown in Figure 8. Among
the listed cases, misfit function ctran
2 is smallest for case e:
W = 50 km,  s = 1.2 MPa and L = 0.16 mm. However, the
limited number of simulation cases does not guarantee this
is the best fitting model using the gabbro friction data. For
each set of W and W/h*(  s/L is thus determined), the linear
scaling of d with L allows us to calculate ctran
2 for a suite of
transient slip downdip distributions d(x) without actually
performing the earthquake and slow slip sequences simu-
lations. For example, we expect that, with W = 35 km,
W/h* = 12.4 and  s = 4 MPa (thus L = 0.32 mm), d(x)i sj u s t
twice of the slip on the fault from model a, with dmax =
36.8 mm. The recurrence period also becomes twice longer
of that from model a. The term ctran
2 = 35.0 for the new
distribution d(x). Each curve in Figure 11 is calculated
based on such scaling relation for the same W and W/h*.
For models with the same W but different W/h* (e.g., a and
b, c and d), the ctran
2 versus dmax curves are very close to
each other with similar minimum. For W = 35 km (black
lines), the minimum ctran
2 is reached at dmax   40 mm. This
implies a recurrence period between 3.2 and 4.3 years,
which is much longer than the observed interval in Casca-
dia, suggesting that W = 35 km is not a good estimate of the
fault length of the velocity-weakening low  s zone in order
to fit the transient surface deformation. It is clear that
models with W = 40 km cannot best fit the observations
either. Both models e and f have ctran
2 near the minimum
values, with dmax about 25 mm and recurrence period about
1.75 years and can be considered as best fitting models for
the transient slip.
[41] The extrapolated 3-D distribution of intertransient
slip rate and transient slip based on model e are projected on
the surface in Figures 12a and 12b, respectively. Detailed
model parameters are in Figure 3b. The downdip end of
Figure 10. Comparison between observed (red arrows)
and model predicted (blue arrows) intertransient deforma-
tion rate and transient deformation, using the wet granite
friction data. Model parameters are shown in Figure 3a.
(a) Intertransient slip rate, with Vpl = 37 mm/a removed,
projected on the surface. Along-strike center aligned with
station PGC5 is perpendicular to the simplified straight
trench line (dashed). Dark colors represent strong inter-
seismic locking, and light colors represent transition to free
sliding at Vpl. Error ellipses are double the 95% confidence
limits derived from regression errors [Mazzotti et al., 2003;
McCaffrey, 2009]. (b) Transient slip, with intertransient slip
removed, projected on the surface. Error ellipses are double
the 95% confidence limits reported by Dragert et al. [2001].
Error contribution from the intertransient slip rate is
negligible compared that from transient slip because of
the assumed short event duration of 15 days at each station. Table 2. Model Cases Using the Gabbro Friction Data
a
Model
W
(km)
 s
(MPa)
L
(mm) W/h*
dmax
(mm) ctran
2 cinter
2
a 35 2.0 0.16 12.4 18.4 79.2 141.8
b 35 2.8 0.16 17.3 24.7 55.5 151.4
c 40 1.6 0.16 12.9 20.0 53.5 147.9
d 40 2.0 0.16 16.2 24.6 37.4 145.7
e 50 1.2 0.16 15.2 24.1 22.7 142.2
f 55 1.0 0.16 15.3 25.8 23.5 143.5
aWith different parameter sets of W,  s, and L that produce episodic
aseismic slip between 18 and 25 mm and recurrence period between 1 and
2 years. The parameter dmax is the maximum accumulated slip on the fault,
located at the center of the slip nucleation zone, where maximum velocity is
reached (Figure 8). Misfit ctran
2 is smallest for model e: W = 50 km,  s =
1.2 MPa, and L = 0.16 mm. Intertransient slip rate misfit is uniformly large
for all model cases.
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trench, followed by a gradual transition to stable sliding
near Vpl at  200 km downdip distance. The locked and
transitional slip fault lengths are larger than those inferred
from long-term geodetic data [Hyndman and Wang, 1995]
and are primarily responsible for the overprediction of the
short-term intertransient deformation rate as shown in
Figure 12a. The depth of complete interseismic locking is
mainly determined by the distribution of a   b in the
seismogenic zone, which, for gabbro because of the large
scatter in measurements at 250C, we assume to be a
constant of  0.0035 up to T = 416C (corresponding to
downdip  95 km) at supercritical water conditions. Future
laboratory experiments on gabbro friction properties at
intermediate temperatures should help to better constrain
the depth of interseismic locking. Aseismic slip of more
than 20 mm are distributed within the  80 km along-dip
low  s zone, which is much further inland than the model
using wet granite data. The comparison to GPS measure-
ments of transient deformation is significantly improved at
most stations.
[42] The simple planar fault model presented in this paper
does not take into consideration any geometry variations
along the trench or with depth, while 3-D subduction slab
models [Fluck et al., 1997] do suggest slab curvatures
beneath the southern Vancouver Island. Depth contours of
the plate interface approximately follows the orientation of
the trench (thick black line). This partly explains the large
discrepancies in transient deformation comparison at sta-
tions that are far from the center of the slip area, e.g., UCLU
and SEAT. Incorporation of a more realistic fault geometry
should reduce the discrepancies at those stations. For
instance, if the slip area shown in Figure 12b follows the
curved trench line, model predicted displacement would
improve at station UCLU and reduce at SEAT. Another
uncertainty is that in using Okada’s [1992] solution to
calculate surface deformation we do not consider the spatial
variations in the elastic properties of the lithosphere. Instead,
constant shear modulus of 30 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of
0.25 have been used, while seismic reflection imaging in
northern Cascadia reveals complex regional structures
beneath the Vancouver Island [Calvert, 2004].
5. Discussion
5.1. Wet Granite and Gabbro Friction Data
and Implication for Downdip Limit of Seismogenesis
[43] Previous studies on modeling episodic slow slip
events [Shibazaki and Iio,2 0 0 3 ;Liu and Rice,2 0 0 5 a ,
2007; Shibazaki and Shimamoto, 2007; Rubin, 2008]
showed that aseismic transients emerge as a natural outcome
of the laboratory-revealed rate and state friction processes at
certain depth-variable friction parameter and effective nor-
mal stress distributions. Numerical models can produce
features, such as the average velocity, cumulative aseismic
slip and recurrence interval, qualitatively similar to those
Figure 12. Comparison between observed (red arrows)
and model predicted (blue arrows) intertransient deformation
rate and transient deformation,usingthe gabbro friction data.
Model parameters are shown in Figure 3b. (a) Intertransient
slip rate and (b) transient slip. See Figure 10 caption for
details.
Figure 11. Dependence of ctran
2 on modeled aseismic slip
dmax. Each curve is calculated based on the scaling between
slip downdip distribution d(x) and L and the linear relation
between surface deformation and d(x), for fixed Wand W/h*.
Black indicates W = 35 km, W/h* = 12.4 (solid) and 17.3
(dashed). Red indicates W = 40 km, W/h* = 12.9 (solid) and
16.2 (dashed). Blue indicates W = 50 km, W/h* = 15.2.
Green indicates W = 55 km, W/h* = 15.3. Models a–f listed
in Table 2 are also plotted as individual dots on the curves.
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tween model predicted and geodetically observed (by GPS
at most subduction zones) transient deformation has yet
been made. A large uncertainty in attempts to compare these
two is our limited knowledge of appropriate friction prop-
erties to use in the subduction fault models. Friction data, in
particular, the temperature-dependent stability parameter a
  b, applied in some of the above studies that consider
depth-variable properties, are from wet granite gouge,
which has been well studied under hydrothermal conditions
but is not a good representation of the oceanic crust.
Speculations about reexamination of the rate and state
friction data have been proposed by Liu and Rice [2007].
In this paper, we apply both wet granite [Blanpied et al.,
1998] and recently reported gabbro gouge friction data [He
et al., 2007] to a Cascadia-like 2-D subduction fault, to
model aseismic transients and compare the resulting surface
deformation to GPS observations along the northern Casca-
dia margin. The major differences between the gabbro and
wet granite friction data are (1) velocity weakening to
strengthening stability transition occurs at a higher temper-
ature around 510C for gabbro gouge under supercritical
water conditions, compared to  350C for wet granite and
(2) the absolute values of high-temperature velocity
strengthening a   b is approximately 1 order of magnitude
smaller for gabbro than for wet granite. When the friction
parameters are converted to be depth-variable using a
thermal model of the northern Cascadia subduction zone,
these differences result in a much deeper friction stability
transition, a wider and less stabilizing transition zone for
gabbro.
[44] One natural and practical question that arises from
the two dramatically different depth distributions of a   b
from wet granite and gabbro friction experiments, as shown
in Figure 3 (top), is what are their implications for the
downdip end of a megathrust earthquake rupture. Using the
current model and parameters in Figure 3, for the gabbro
friction profile, subduction earthquake rupture propagates
beyond the stability transition at  180 km to downdip
 250 km. The extended propagation in the velocity-
strengthening zone is facilitated by the small a   b >0
on the deeper part of the fault. For the wet granite friction
profile, earthquake rupture also propagates a bit further
downdip from the stability transition (downdip 66 km) to
 85 km, as a result of the highly stabilizing effect of large
a   b > 0. While no large subduction earthquake has
occurred along the Cascadia margin in the past 300 years
for a direct measurement, long-term geodetic observations
using repeated leveling lines, gravity profiles (time span 4 to
44 years) and tide gauge data (time span 22 to 80 years) are
best fit by a completely locked 60 km along-dip segment
followed by another 60 km segment with linear increase of
slip rate from 0 to Vpl [Dragert et al., 1994; Hyndman and
Wang, 1995]. This would suggest a downdip limit of
seismic rupture somewhere between 60 and 120 km. Thus,
the gabbro friction data can predict transient slip in reason-
able agreement with GPS observations, but also overpredict
the downdip extent of seismic rupture indicated by long-
term geodetic measurements.
[45] Incorporation of fault gouge dilatancy to the friction-
al strength evolution appears to be a promising mechanism
to reconcile this discrepancy. Segall and Rice [1995]
showed that fault stabilization by induced suction from
dilatancy during accelerated slip becomes most important
at extremely high fluid pressure (i.e., low  s), a situation
proposed for the occurrence of short-period transients.
Including dilatancy in a 2-D subduction fault model with
rate and state friction, Taylor and Rice [1998] found that
quasi-dynamic seismic rupture slows down or even stops
near the surface where effective normal stress is lower than
that in the seismogenic zone; seismic slip of several meters
would occur at the trench without dilatancy. Building on the
work by Taylor and Rice [1998], Liu and Rice [2005b] and
especially Segall and Rubin [2007], we analyze the con-
ditions for short-period aseismic transients and dimensions
of coseismic rupture of a fluid infiltrated subduction fault
including dilatancy and pore compaction effects, with a
membrane diffusion approximation [Liu et al., 2008]. Not
only episodic aseismic transients now exist for a much
broader range of W/h* due to dilatancy stabilization at low
 s, the quasi-dynamic seismic rupture speed and spatial
extent can also be significantly reduced. Assuming an
intermediate fault drainage, i.e., the characteristic diffusion
time for fault gouge fluid pressure to reequilibrate with its
ambient level is comparable to the characteristic state
evolution time, seismic rupture stops updip of the friction
stability transition and causes nearly no coseismic slip at the
trench, using dilatancy parameters consistent with lab
experiments [Marone et al., 1990; David et al., 1994]. This
suggests that a subduction fault extending well downdip of
the seismogenesis could be frictionally unstable (a   b <0 )
but undergo no seismic slip due to the existence of high
fluid pressure and effective dilatancy stabilization, and
provides a possible explanation to the inferred ‘‘gap’’
between depths of seismic rupture and slow slip events in
northern Cascadia.
5.2. ‘‘Ageing’’ and ‘‘Slip’’ Evolution Laws
[46] As a physical mechanism for episodic slow slip
events, fault models using the slip law have generally
similar results to those using the ageing law (this paper).
Both laws predict fault responses evolving from oscillatory
decay, to aseismic simple periodic, complex periodic, and
eventually seismic instability as the key parameter W/h*
increases. Spontaneous aseismic oscillations arise at similar
W/h* but are limited within a much smaller range using the
slip law than ageing law. For example, for simulation cases
with the same subduction fault geometry and friction
parameters, Rubin [2008] found that transients only appear
when W/h* is between 2 and 4.5 for slip law, and between 2
and 13 for ageing law. This difference may become insig-
nificant with the incorporation of dilatancy, which can
effectively delay the onset of seismic instability thus pro-
duce aseismic transients at much larger W/h*[ Liu et al.,
2008]. Although there are subtle differences in the aseismic
‘‘rupture’’ processes modeled with the two evolution laws,
aseismic slip in both cases is mostly attributed to the low  s
zone updip from the friction stability transition [Rubin,
2008]. In addition, modeling results including normalized
maximum moment rate, maximum slip velocity, recurrence
interval and cumulative slip during each cycle with the
ageing law are in similar ranges to their respective counter-
parts with the slip law. For both the wet granite and gabbro
friction data profiles, parameter space exploration as de-
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law, to identify appropriate parameter sets that produce
aseismic transients of slip and period close to observations.
Similarly, we expect model results using the gabbro data
can better explain the transient surface deformation in
northern Cascadia.
5.3. Two- and Three-Dimensional Simulations
[47] In this study, frictional strength and sliding velocity
evolution are calculated as functions of the downdip dis-
tance and of time, thus providing a 2-D model. In the
evolution process, all properties are assumed to be uniform
along the strike direction (plane strain). Cumulative tran-
sient slip as a function of depth is extrapolated to slip on a
fault plane that spans Lstrike = 500 km along the strike
direction, by assuming an along-strike distribution function.
Such a 2-D model setup allows us to explore the parameter
space extensively to know how properties such as slip,
recurrence interval and maximum velocity change as key
parameters W,  s and L vary in the constrained ranges, for
both friction data sets used in this study. Comparisons
between GPS observations and numerically predicted sur-
face displacements based on a large group of models are
also possible in order to determine the best fitting parameter
sets.
[48] Modeling of slow slip events on a 3-D subduction
fault governed by rate and state friction has been reported in
a previous work [Liu and Rice, 2005a] before our recogni-
tion of near-lithostatic fluid pressure in SSE source areas; a
uniformly high effective normal stress  s = 100 MPa was
used in the entire seismogenic zone and further downdip.
Aseismic transients emerge spontaneously around the fric-
tion stability transition, and migrate along the strike at
speeds much slower than the observed 5–15 km/d in
Cascadia. Faster migration was found when  s reduces to
50 MPa [Liu and Rice, 2005b]. Although multiple transients
can emerge during the interseismic period, regularly recur-
ring events were not identified in those 3-D simulations
with high  s. The near-lithostatic fluid pressure proposition
was adopted in a recent 3-D slow slip modeling study by
Shibazaki and Shimamoto [2007], who used a small cutoff
velocity of 10
 7 to 10
 6 m/s to control the aseismic slip rate
acceleration and deceleration. Under conditions of  s  
1 MPa and L   0.8 mm on the deeper plate interface,
short-period SSEs with along-strike migration speeds and
slip velocities of 4–8 km/d and 2–4   10
 7 m/s, respec-
tively, can be produced. The slow slip along-strike migra-
tion speed vr is found to be proportional to the maximum
slip velocity following the relation first obtained by Ida
[1973] for a mode II elastodynamic rupture
vr
Vmax
¼ g
m0
Dtp r ; ð9Þ
where g is of order of unity and Dt
p r is the peak to
residual shear stress drop. Equation (9) was also confirmed
in the context of slow slip events for along-dip ‘‘rupture’’
propagation on a 2-D fault with updip completely locked
[Rubin, 2008]. The modeled slow slip ‘‘rupture’’ in this
study, as shown in Figure 8, propagates in both updip and
downdip directions, with vr   3–9 km/d and Vmax   10
 6
to 10 7 m/s. As the proportionality between vr and Vmax
holds for along-strike propagation, we expect (but cannot
verify due to current computational limitations) that in a 3-D
model with parameters as presented in this paper lateral
migration of slow slip along the trench, like observed in
northern Cascadia, would also be produced. The cumulative
transient slip distribution from such 3-D models would be
more realistic than that extrapolated based on the 2-D
models. However, the slow slip would be expected to
remain in the same depth range as shown in Figures 10b
and 12b, which are determined by the depth-variable model
parameters for each friction data set. Thus, the comparisons
between observed and modeled surface deformation should
be qualitatively similar to what we present here.
6. Conclusion
[49] We apply the ageing version of the rate and state
friction law with a single state variable and depth-dependent
friction properties to a two-dimensional thrust fault model to
simulate episodic slow slip events in shallow subduction
zones. Laboratory friction data on wet granite and gabbro
gouges are applied to a 2-D fault with a Cascadia-like
geometry and thermal profile. Gabbro is an essential part
of the oceanic crust and chemically equivalent to basalt,
thus a much better proxy than wet granite for the subduction
interface studied in this paper. In contrast to the wet granite
 350C unstable to stable transition, sliding on the gabbro
gouge continues to be velocity weakening up to T   510C
under supercritical water conditions. The high-temperature
velocity-strengthening regime is much less stabilizing than
that of wet granite at similar temperatures, due to the nearly
1 order of magnitude smaller a   b > 0 up to 600C. When
the friction data are converted to be depth-variable param-
eters using a thermal model of the northern Cascadia
subduction zone, these differences result in a much deeper
friction stability transition, with a wider and less stabilizing
transition zone for gabbro.
[50] Existence of high fluid pressure in the source areas of
slow slip events and nonvolcanic tremors have been
suggested by seismological observations, petrological and
thermal structures in shallow dipping subduction zones.
Near-lithostatic fluid pressure is essential to the occurrence
of sustained short-period aseismic oscillations in subduction
fault models based on rate and state friction. In this paper,
we constrain the depth range of generally overhydrostatic
and near-lithostatic fluid pressure zones by incorporating
the oceanic crust metamorphic phase diagram and thermal
structures of the southwest Japan and northern Cascadia
subduction zones. We first identify plausible spatial corre-
spondence between seismically inferred high fluid pressure
zone and the depths of major dehydration reactions due to
mineral phase changes in the SW Japan subduction zone.
Dense instrumentation there such as Hi-net borehole sta-
tions has facilitated the precise relocation of nonvolcanic
tremors, including low-frequency earthquakes, an indicator
of high fluid pressure. An analogy of the spatial correspon-
dence is drawn to the northern Cascadia subduction zone,
where dehydration reaction depths are also determined by
its petrological and thermal structures, to estimate the
distribution of fluid pressure along the interface. Fluid
pressure is generally high (overhydrostatic) at depths where
major water-releasing phase transitions take place, as well
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particular, near-lithostatic fluid pressure is possible around
those phase transitions with the most water weight percent
reductions, e.g., epidote blueschist to eclogite on the top of
the slab and epidote amphibolite to eclogite on the bottom
of the slab. The estimated fluid pressure distribution is
consistent with inferred high vp/vs and Poisson’s ratios from
at least 20 to 45 km in depth along the northern Cascadia
subduction zone from a recent study using converted
seismic waveforms [Audet et al., 2009]. The fluid pressure
distribution conjecture is further simplified in our model to
have an extremely low effective normal stress zone around
the friction stability transition, embedded in uniformly high
 s on the rest of the fault (except near the surface).
[51] For a suite of forward models examined, spontane-
ous aseismic transients emerge within a limited range of
W/h*, which is determined by independently chosen values
of W,l o w s and L in consistency with laboratory and
observational constraints. W/h*i s 2 to 7 for wet granite
and  6 to 16 for gabbro. For both friction profiles, the
cumulative aseismic slip, recurrence interval and maximum
slip velocity increase with W/h*. Without following a formal
inversion procedure and performing true 3-D calculations,
we search for parameter sets W,  s and L that produced
aseismic transient of slip 20–30 mm and recurrence interval
1–2 years. L is chosen to be as close to the lab values
( 10s mm) as possible, and extremely small effective
normal stress  s of a few MPa in the transition zone is used.
For such simulation cases, we found that aseismic slip
nucleates in the velocity-weakening low  s zone and slip
propagates bilaterally atroughlythesamespeed of3–9km/d
in both directions before encountering the updip high  s
barrier and downdip stability transition, respectively. Along-
strike migration at similar speeds is expected in 3-D
calculations with the same parameters. Most of the aseismic
slip takes place within the low  s velocity-weakening zone.
Modeled 2-D transient slip and intertransient slip rate are
extrapolated to 3-D, assuming an along-strike distribution
function, to calculate the surface deformation and deforma-
tion rate using Okada’s [1992] solution for dislocation in an
elastic half-space with constant shear modulus and Poisson’s
ratio. Transient slip modeled with the wet granite friction
data is concentrated in a narrow strip mostly offshore.
Except for two coastal stations, only small fractions of the
GPS measurements of both transient deformation and inter-
transient deformation rate at the inland stations can be
reproduced. Modeled transient deformation using the gabbro
data can fit the GPS measurements fairly well with a fault
lengthof50to55kmupdipfromthestabilitytransitionunder
low effective normal stress of  1 MPa and L = 0.16 mm.
However, the intertransient deformation rate is generally
overpredicted due to the deep interseismic locking at
 100 km downdip. Future experiments on gabbro gouges
to measure friction parameters at seismogenic conditions
should provide more constraints on the fault locking depth.
[52] Although a more realistic model for such compar-
isons would incorporate effects such as spatial variations in
the geometry and mechanical properties of the subduction
slab and the overlying lithosphere, we show that application
of reasonably appropriate rate and state friction data has the
first order of importance for the forward models to produce
results that can be constrained by field observations. For the
northern Cascadia subduction margin, friction properties of
gabbro gouge seem to do a much better job than the widely
used wet granite data. Further laboratory experiments on
gabbro and other oceanic crust rocks at elevated temper-
atures will shed more lights on the mechanism of aseismic
deformation transients and possibly nonvolcanic tremors in
subduction zones.
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